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PHE]"ACE 
This paper will be concerned with some specj.a.l, not necessarily 
continuous, transformations, namely connectivity maps, local 
connecti vi.ty maps, a.nrl peripherally contirn.1ou:s fu.nction.s. 
is an introductory chapter giving the definitions of the ,,i-v;rv," mentioricd 
transformations, The material in Chapter II :i.3 Eiornewba.t of a 
nature with attention being directed to the graph of a function. 
III deals with the sped.fie problem of showing the equ:Lvalence of tbB 
above mentioned transformations on a suitably restricted space. In 
Chapter IV certain refmlts for continuous functions [-9.-](rmrrJn,rs in 
brackets refer to the bibltography at the end of the paper) a'.re extended 
to periphera.11.y contj_nuous functions. A Fmmmary of' results is conta.ined 
in Chapter V. 
Indebtedness is acknowledged to the members of my adv:tsory 
committee; to Dr. L. 1iTayne Johnson, Head of the 
for i:ny gradus:te assistantship, and for hit1 wise counsel; and espec 
to Professor O. H. Hamil ton for his valuable guidance ln thE 
of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER I 
I!lT.RODUCTION 
This paper will be devoted to the development of certain properties 
of connectivity maps, local connectivity mapsJ peripherally continuous 
transformations, and relationships among these non-continuous mappings. 
John Nash and 0. H. Hamilton have defined in .£:6.:/ and f:"_3.:J, 
respectively, the connactivity map and the peripherally continuous trans-
formation. J. Stallings has defined in f:8.:J the local connectivity map. 
In his doctoral thesis and in /:4.:J Paul E. Long developed certain 
properties and relationships among th&.se and other diseontinuous ma:ppings. 
The present pa.per is an outgrowth of papers ['3J, ["4J, and .["8_]. 
The results in this paper rely heavily upon me.terial in Whyburn L-9J 
and in Moore f:5..:J. 
In Chapter II some properties of connectivity ma,ps and periphera.11y 
cont:tnuous transformations are given. Among these a.re some sufficient 
conditions f'or continuity. Attention is focused on the graph map of a 
function, and it is found that if the graph of a connectivity map is 
semi-locally connected the function is continuous. Two conditions are 
also given such that if either is imposed on the graph of a peripherally 
continuous function, the function is a connectivity map. The latter part 
of the chapter is concerned with sequences of functions, and one result 
is that the limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of peripherally 
continuous functions is peripherally continuous. 
In Chapter III a proof is given that on a locally peripherally 
l 
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connected space having the Brouwer Property II every peripherally 
continuous f unction is a connectivity map. In £"8J Stallings has shown 
that on a locally peripherally connected polyhedron every local 
connectivity map, and hence every connectivity ma.p, is peripherally 
continuous. Combining these results, we have tr.at on a. locally 
peripherally connected polyhedron having the Brouwer Property II local 
connectivity maps, connectivity maps, and peripherally continuous 
functions are equivalent. 
Chapter IV is concerned with upper semi-continuous decompositions 
of the domain space, and factorization of connectivity maps and of 
peripherally continuous functions. It is well known that a continuous 
function f can be factored into a composite f = f 2r 1 where both factors 
are continuous, f 1 is monotone, and r2 is light [:'9:J. The main result 
of Chapter IV is that this factorization also holds for peripherally 
continuous functions where the factor f 2 is peripherally continuous. 
A similar result is obtained for connectivity maps if an added assumption 
is made on the function. 
The definitions of the above mentioned transformations will now be 
given. These and other functions defined throughout this paper are not 
necessarily continuous although all results apply to continuous f unctions. 
Definition 1.1. A connectivity map from a space S into a space T 
is a mapping f such that the induced map g of S into S X T, defined by 
g(p) = (p )<f(p)), transforms connected subsets of S onto connected 
subsets of sXT [:'6:J. 
Definition 1.2. A mapping f of a space S into a space Tis called 
peripherally continuous if and only if for each point pin Sand each 
pair of open sets U and V containing p and f(p), respectively, there 
is an open set nCu containing p such that f transforms the boundary 
F of D into V £:;:J. 
Definition 1.3. A mapping f from a space S into a space Tis called 
a local connectivity map if there is a covering [ UaJ of S by open sets 
such that f restricted to Ua is a connectivity map for every a f:8..:J. 
If U is a subset of a space S the boundary of U will be denoted 
by F(U); and if f is a. t:ca.nsformation of the space S into the space T 
and Mis a subset of S the graph map of Munder f, which consists of 
points (p X f(p)), p in M, will be denoted by g(M). Other definitions 
will be given as needed throughout the pa.per. All topological spaces 
considered are at least regular and T1 unless otherwise stated, and all 
metric spaces are separable. 
CHAPTER II 
SOME PROPERTIES OF DISCONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
Let f be a mapping of the space S into the space T and g the induced 
graph map of S into S X T. This chapter is concerned with the relation-
ship between f and g, and conditions on g(S), the graph off, which will 
impose certain conditions on f. A well known result is that f is 
continuous if and only if g is a homeomorphism £:2, p. 76_7. If Sand T 
are compact Hausdorff spaces and Sis locally connected, then g being 
continuous implies g(S) is locally connected ./:"9, p. 26.:J. If Sand T 
are T1 spaces and Sis locally compact, then g being continuous implies 
g(S) is locally compact £9, p. 279 .. ]. If one requires that g(S ) be 
compact, then it is easy to show that g, and hence f, is continuous. 
Unless explicitly stated the terms mapping, function, and trans-
formation will not imply continuity. The following propositions are 
concerned with properties off and the graph map g. 
Proposition 2.1. If f is an open mapping of the space S into the 
space T, then the graph map g is an open mapping of S into S X T. 
Proof. Let Ube an open set in Sand p X f(p) a point of g(U). 
Then pis in U, f(p) is in f(U), and f(U) is open by hypothesis. 
Therefore u X f(U) is open in s X T and (u X f(U)) n g(S) is an open set 
in g(S) containing p Xf(p) and contained in g(U). Therefore PX f(p) is 
an interior point of g(U) and g(U) is open. Thus g is an open mapping. 
Proposition 2.2. If f is a mapping of the compact T1 space S into 
the T1 space T and if g is closed, then f is a closed mapping. 
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Proof. Let A be a closed subset of Sand let q be a limit point 
of f(A) . Then there is a sequence t(pn} of distinct points of f(A) 
converging to q such that p is in A. Since A is a closed subset of a 
n 
compact set, A is compact and some subsequence {pni} of {p~ has a 
sequential limit point p in A. Then p i X f(p . ) _. p X q, and 
n n1. 
p . X f(p . ) is in g(A) and g{A) closed implies that p X q is in g(A). 
Ol. Ill. 
Thus f(p) = q and f(p) is in f(A). Therefore f(A) is closed and f is 
a closed mapping. 
!~ample _l. This example is to show that if f is e, closed mapping 
the graph map g is not necessarily closed. Let S = (0,1] LJ { 2} :, and 
T = [-1,1], and define a mapping f of S into T by f(x) = sin(~), x ,f, 2, 
and f(2) = Q. Then f is a closed mapping, but the set (o,1] is closed 
in Sand g((0,1] ) is not closed in g(S) since (2,f(2)) is a limit 
point of g((0,1] ). Thus g is not a closed mapping. 
Proposition 2.3. If f is a mapping of the T1 space S into the T1 
space T and K is a connected subset of g(S), then g-1 (K) is connected 
in S. 
Proof. Suppose g-1 (K) = MLJN, where Mand N are mutually 
separated. Then K = g(M)LJg(N) and g(M)ng(N) =¢since MnN = ¢. 
Therefore one of g(M) and g(N) must contain a limit point of the other. 
Let p X f(p) be a limit point of g(N) belonging to g(M). Then there is 
a sequence { qn X f(q0 )} of points in g(N) converging to p X f(p). Now 
q is in N, point pis in Mand q ~ p. This implies that pis a limit 
n n 
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point of N belonging to M contradicting Mand N being mutually separated. 
Therefore g-1 (K) is connected. 
proposition 2.4. If f is a mapping of the space S into the space T, 
then f is peripherally continuous if and only if g i& peripherally 
continuous. 
Proof. Suppose f is peripherally continuous. Let p be a point of 
Sand let U and V be open sets containing p and p X f(p), respectively, 
where Vis of the form H X K with H open in Sand K open in T. Then 
Hnu is an open set containing p and K is an open set containing f(p). 
Since f is peripherally continuous there is an open set D C(Hnu) 
containing p such that f(F(D))c:_K . Thus g(F(D))(: V and g is periph-
erally continuous. 
Conversely, suppose g is peripherally continuous. Let p be a point 
of Sand U and V open sets containing p and f(p), respectively. Then 
U Xv is an open set containing p X f(p) and hence there exists an open 
set ncu and containing p such that g(F(D))C (u XV). Therefore 
f (F (D) ) C V and f is peripherally continuous. 
Definition 2.1. A space Sis said to be semi-locally connected at 
a point p if for every open set U containing p there is an open set V 
containing p and contained in U such that S - V has a finite number of 
components. A space Sis semi-locally connected if Sis semi-locally 
connected at each of its points [:9, p. 19:J. 
The next two theorems give conditions which imply continuity of a 
function. 
Theorem 2.1. If f is a connectivity mapping of the T1 space S into 
the T1 space T and g(S) is semi-locally connected, then f is continuous. 
6 
Proof. Suppose f is not continuous at a point pin S. Then g is 
not continuous at p and hence there is a sequence lpn} of points of S 
converging top but{ pn X f(pn)} does not converge top X f(p). Since 
g(S) is semi-locally connected there is an open set U containing p )( f (p) 
such that p X f(p) is not in U for infinitely many n and g(S) - Uhas 
n n 
only a finite number of components. Then infinitely many p X f (p) lie 
n n 
in a single component K of g(S) - U. Now K LJ {p X f(p )} is not 
connected but g-1 (K U {? X f(p)}) ""g-1 (K) LJ {p} is connected since 
by Proposition 2.3 g-1 (K) is connected and pis a limit point of g-1 (K). 
The reason that pis a limit point of g-1 (K) is that infinitely many 
7 
pnX f(pn) lie in Kand hence infinitely many pn lie in g-1 (K) and pn ~ p. 
Since f is a connectivity map and g-1 (K)LJ {p} is connected, the set 
g(g-1 (K) LJ {P}) = K lJ ~ X f(p)} is connected. This is a contra-
diction and therefore f is continuous. 
Corollary 2.1. If f is a connectivity mapping of the T1 space S 
into the T1 space T and g(S) is locally compact and locally connected, 
then f is continuous. 
Proof. Every locally compact and locally connected space is 
semi-locally connected f:"9, p. 20.:J. Hence Theorem 2.1 implies f is 
continuous. 
Example 2. This example is to show that one cannot expect the graph 
of a locally connected, locally compact set to be locally connected and 
locally compact for connectivity maps or peripherally continuous functions 
even if the mapping is open. I.et f(x) = sin(~), o<x<l, and f(O) •O. 
This is a connectivity map since the graph of any connected subset of 
[0,1) is connected . The mapping is also peripherally continuous since 
it is continuous everywhere except at zero and is peripherally continuous 
at that point. The mapping is also open, since if I is any open interval 
contained in (0,1), then f(I) is an open interval, and if I is an open 
interval containing zero, then f(I) = [-1,l ] . The graph of this 
function is neither locally connected nor locally compact. This example 
also shows that even though a connectivity map or peripherally continuous 
function is open it need not be continuous. 
Theorem 2 .2. I.et f be a mapping of the T1 space S onto the semi-
locally connected T1 space T with the following properties: 
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(a) f is finite - to - 1 onto T, 
(b) the inverse image f-l (H) of a closed set H in T has closed 
components, and 
(c) if His a connected subset of T, then every component of f-1 (H) 
maps ont o all of H. 
Then f is a continuous function. 
Proof. If f is not ~ontinuous at a point pin S, then there is an 
open set V containing f (p) such that if U is any open set containing p, 
f(U) is not a subset of V. Since Tis semi-locally connected, there is 
an open set WC V and containing f(p) such that T - W has a finite number 
of components, c1 , ,en. Now T - W closed implies that the Ci are 
closed, i = 1, ,n, and f finite - to - 1 implies that f-1 (c1 ), 
i = 1, . . . ,n, has a finite rn;,rnber of components Kij' j = 1, ... , ni, 
since each component maps onto all of C .• 
l. 
The point p is a limit point of at least one component of r-1 (c.) 
J. 
for some i. For suppose that for every i, i = 1, ... ,n, p is not a 
limit point of 
such that pis 
any component of f-1 (ci). Then there is an open set u1j 
in U.j and (U .. )n (K .. ) = ¢, j = 1, ••• ,n., and 
l. l.J l.J l. 
i = 1, ••• ,n. If U denotes the intersection of all the sets U .. , then 
l.J 
U is an open set containing p and f(U)r-J(T - W) = ¢. Thus f(U) is a 
subset of Wand therefore is contained in V. This contradicts the 
hypothesis that f(U) is not contained in V for any open set U. Thus p 
is a limit point of some component of some f-1 (c.). But pis not in 
l. 
f-1 (c.) contradicting the hypothesis that f-1 (c.) has closed components. 
l. l. 
Therefore f is continuous. 
Definition 2 .2 . A mapping f of the space S into the space Tis 
called a C - mapping if for every point pins , every pair of open sets 
U and V containing p and f(p), respectively, and every non-degenerate 
subset M of Shaving the property that M LJ{P} is connected, then there 
is a point q in ur--iM distinct from p such that f(q) is in V(Long). 
In /:"4..:J Long has shown that if f is peripherally continuous and N 
is closed, then f-1 (N) has closed components . He has also shown this 
for the C - mapping, and in f:'3..:J Hamilton has shown this for the 
connectivity map. Therefore, Theorem 2.2 remains valid if part (b) of 
the hypothesis is replaced by the requirement that the mapping be one of 
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the above . Also, Theorem 2.2 implies that there doe s not exist a 2 - to -
l C - map, connectivity map, or peripherally continuous function f on an 
n - cell, n = 1, 2, 3, onto itself such that if His a connected subset 
-1 
of then - cell, then each component off (H) maps onto all of H. For 
if such a function did exist it would be continuous by Theorem 2.2 
contradicting the fact that no such 2 - to - 1 mapping exists f:"1.:J, J:7-::f. 
Example~. This example is to show that i f f is a one - to - one 
connectivity map or peripherally continuous function, f-l need not be a 
conne ctivity map or peripherally continuous function. Let A be the set 
[-1,o)LJ (0,1), B = (-1,1), and let f(x) = x - 1 if x E (0,1) and 
f(x) = x + l if x E [-1, 0 ) . The mapping thus defined is continuous and 
therefore a connectivity map and a peripherally continuous function. It 
is also one - to - one. However , f-1(x ) = x - l if x E [0,1) and 
f-1 (x) = x + 1 if x E (-1,0). Now no connected set containing zero has 
a connected graph and hence f-l is not a connectivity map nor is it 
peripherally continuous at zero. 
The next two theorems give conditions on the graph map g which will 
imply that a peripherally continuous function is a connectivity map. 
Theorem 2.3. Let f be a peripherally continuous mapping from the T1 
space S into the T1 space T. If for every connected set Kin S, g(K) has 
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a finite number of components, then f is a connectivity map. 
Proof. Since f is peripherally continuous, g is peripherally 
continuous by Proposition 2.4. 
Let K be a connected subset of S and suppose g(K) is not connected. 
By hypothesis g(K) has a finite number of components, c1, ,c. n 'l'hen 
n n 
g(K) = LJci, K = LJg-1(C.), and g-1 (c.)(lg-1(cj) =¢since cincj :s ¢, 
i=l i=l 1 i 
i / j. Since K is connected not all the g-1 (ci) are mutually separated. 
Let p be a point of g -1cci) which is a limit point of lJ g-1 (c j), j =/ i. 
1 j=l 
Then p must be a limit point of some g- (Cj). Now p X f(p) is in Ci and 
there is an open set V containing p X f(p) such that V nck "" ¢' k :/ i, 
since the Ck are mutually separated. Let Ube any open set containing p. 
Then g peripherally continuous implies there is an open set D CU and 
containing p such that g(F(D)) CV. By Proposi ticn 2. 3, g -l( C j) is 
connected since Cj is connected. Since pis a limit point of g-1 (cj), 
then g-1 (cj) is non-degenerate and the open set D can be chosen such 
that g-1 (cj) has points interior to D and exterior to D. Therefore g-1 (cj) 
has points in common with F(D) since g-1 (cj) is connected. Thus g(F(D)) 
is not a subset of V. This involves a contradiction and hence g(K) must 
be connected. Therefore f is a connectivity map. 
Theorem 2.4. Let f be a peripherally continuous mapping of the T1 
space S into the T1 space T. If for every non-degenerate connected set 
Kin S, g(K) has no degenerate components, then f is a connectivity map. 
Proof. Suppose f is not a connectivity map. Then there is a non-
degenerate connected set Kin S such that g(K) ~ MlJN, where Mand N 
are mutually separated. By hypothesis the components of Mand N are non-
-1( -1 degenerate. Hence, g M) and g (N) have non-degenerate components. 
For suppose the point p is a component of g -l(M). Then g(p) = p X f(p) 
lies in some non-degenerate component C of Mand g-1 (c) is connected. 
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Therefore g-1 (c) = p and this contradicts g being a one - to - one 
mapping. 
Now MnN =¢implies g-1 (M)n g·1 (N) = ¢, and K = g-l(M)LJg-\N) 
being connected implies g-1 (M) and g-1 (N) are not mutually separated. 
-1 -1 Let p be a point of g (M) which is a limit point of g (N). Then 
p X f(p) is in Mand there is an open set V containing p X f(p) such 
that vnN = ¢ since M and N are mutually separated. Let U be an open 
set containing p. Then ung-1 (N) 'f ¢ since pis a limit point of 
-1 -1 g (N). Hence U intersects some non-degenerate component C of g (N). 
Since g is peripherally continuous there is an open set W containing p 
and contained in U such that C does not lie wholly in W and g(F(W))C V. 
Then C iw, but C nw 'f ¢ implies the connected set C has points interior 
to Wand points exterior to W which means that F(w)rlc I¢. This is a 
contradiction since g(F(W)) cv, g(c)CN and vnN = ¢. Thus f is a 
connectivity map. 
Theorem 2.5, Let f be a connectivity map from the T1 space S into 
the T1 space T. If Vis an open subset of T and K is a non-degenerate 
component of f-1 (v), then any point pin the closure of K such that pis 
not in K has the property that f(p) is in F(V). 
Proof. I.et p be a limit point of K which is not in K. Since 
K LJ {P J is connected and connectivity functions map connected sets onto 
connected sets, f(K LJ [P]) = f(K)LJ [f(p ~ is connected. Now f(K) is 
contained in V and f(p) is not in V, and f(K)LJ [f(p ~ connected implies 
f(p) is a limit point of f(K). Hence f(p) is a limit point of V not in 
V. Therefore f(p) is in F(V). 
Theorem 2.6. Let f be a connectivity mapping of the locally 
connected and connected T1 space S into the T1 space T. If Vis an open 
subset of T, then f-1 (v) is dense-in-itself. 
Proof. Suppose f-1 (v) is not dense-in-itself. Then there is a 
point pin f-1 (v) and an open set U containing p such that U - LPJ 
12 
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contains no point off (V). Since Sis locally connected the component 
C of U containing pis open. Then C XV is an open set in S X T 
containing only the point p X f(p) of g(C). This implies g(C) is not 
connected contradicting the hypothesis that f is a connectivity map. 
Therefore every point of f-1 (v) is a limit point of f-1 (v) and hence 
f-1 (v) is dense-in-itself. 
The following two theorems are concerned with sequences of functions 
and properties of the limit function. 
Theorem 2.7. Let f be a mapping of the space S into the metric 
n 
space T, n = 1, 2, If f ~ f uniformly on Sand Mis a subset of 
n 
s, then f(M) is the limiting set of {f0 (M~. 
Proof. Denote by L the limiting set of {fn (M)} Then f(M) CL, 
Denote by d the metri c for T and suppose there is a point z in L which 
does not belong to f(M) . Then b = d(z,f(M)) >o since z is not a limit 
point of f(M). I f e =!and U is the spherical neighborhood of z with 
radius e, then unr(M) = ¢. Since the convergence is uniform a positive 
integer N exists such that for every pair of positive integers n and m 
such that n>N and m>N, d(fn(x),fm(x))<f for every x in S. Since L 
is the limiting set of [f n (M1 there is an integer n > N and a point y 
in M such that fn(y) is in U. Then d(fn(y),fk(y))<~ for every k>N. 
Since fk(y) is in U for every k > N, then f(y) is in U. This implies z 
is a limit point of f(M) . This involves a contradiction and hence 
L = f(M). 
Corollary 2.2. If, in Theorem 2.7, each f maps connected sets 
n 
onto connected sets, Mis connected, and ~lfn(M) is compact, then f(M) 
is a continuum. 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 58 page 23 of £:5..:J. 
Theorem 2.8. let f be a peripherally continuous mapping of the 
n 
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space S into the metric space T, n = 1, 2, • .• • If f ~ f uniformly on 
n 
s, then f is peripherally continuous. 
Proof. Let p be a point of Sand U and V open sets containing p and 
f(p), respectively. There is an € > 0 such that the spherical neighbor-
hood R of f(p) with radius€ is contained in V. let R' be the spherical 
neighborhood of f(p) of radius f. Since the convergence is uniform 
there is a positive integer N such that for every n>N, d(fn(x),f(x))<f 
for every x in S. Choose n > N. Then f (p) is in R' and since f is 
o n0 n0 
peripherally continuous at p there is an open set D containing p and 
contained in u such that f (F(D)) r RI. n ~ 
0 
If y is a point of F(D), then 
d(f(y),f(p)) <: d(fn(y),f(y)) + d(fn(y),f(p)). 
0 0 
Now d(fn(y),f(y))<fby the uniform convergence and d(fn(y),f(p)) 
0 0 
is less than f since fn(y) is in R'. Hence d(f(y),f(p))<f, and f(y) 
0 
is in R. Thus f(F(D)) c= R c:=.v and Dis the required neighborhood. Hence 
f is peripherally continuous . 
Example 4. This example is to show that the limit of a sequence of 
connectivity maps or peripherally continuous functions need not be of the 
same type. f (X) - xn on ,-0,11 The sequence of continuous functions -
n l J 
converges to f(x) = O, x fl and f(l) = l, which is neither a connectivity 
map nor peripherally continuous. 
CHAPTER III 
THE EQUIVALENCE OF CONNECTIVITY MA.PS 
AND PERIPHERAIJ.,Y CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
ON A CERT.A.IN SPACE 
In this chapter equivalence, under certain conditions on the domain 
space, of the peripherally cont i nuous function, connectivity map, and 
local connectivity map is established. 
O. H. Hamilton .£:3.:J stated a theorem, which was somewhat 
generalized and completely proved by Stallings ./:8.:J, to the effect that 
on a locally peripherally connected polyhed!·on into a regular Hausdorff 
space, every local connectivity map, and hence every connectivity map, 
is peripherally continuous. One of the main results of this paper is 
the converse of this theorem. 
Definition 3.1. A space Sis said to be locally peripherally 
connected at the point p if for every open set U containing p there is 
an open set V containing p and contained in U such that F(V) is connected. 
A space is locally peripherally connected if it is locally peripherally 
connected at every point J:"8.:J. 
Stallings in J:'8.:J has shown that if f is a peripherally continuous 
mapping of the locally peripherally connected space S into the space T 
and pis a point of S, then for every pair of open sets U and V containing 
p and f(p), respectively, there is a connected neighborhood N of p 
contained in U such that F(N) is connected and f(F(N))c=:_v. This 
property is used to a great extent throughout the rest of this paper. 
Another property that will be imposed on the domain space of a 
function is the following. 
Property II(Brouver Property). If Mis a closed connected subset 
of Sand C is a component of S - M, then the boundary of C is a closed 
and connected set f:'10.:J. 
The following lemma plays an important role in the proof of 
Theorem 3olo 
Lemma 3 .. L Let W be an open connected subset of the locally 
peripherally connected Moore space S such that F(W) is connected. 
.J.5 
Let w1 and w2 be open connected sets such that w1rlw2 1 ~ a F(W1 ) and 
F(W2) are connected, and ilLJ w2cw. If w3 = (W1LJ W2)U ( Uca)J) when 
{ C0 } is the collection of all components of W .. (W1 LJ w2 ) such that 
F(Ca) CF(W1 )LJF(w2 ), and if C is the component of W., (w1 LJw2 ) 
containing the connected set F(W), then 
(1) F(W3) C F(Wl) LJ F(W2), 
(2) W • cuw3, 
(3) w3 is open and connected, and 
(4) if the space S has Property II, F(w3) is eonneetedo 
Proof of (1). Suppose there is an x E F(w3) = (F(W1 )LJF(W2)) .. 
Then there is an open connected set G such that F(G) is connected, x ~G, 
and oncwlu W2) • r;. Since F(Ca)C (F(Wl)LJF(W2)), then x f. ca for 
any a.. Therefore x is a limit point of LJ Ca such that x j LJ Ca• This 
implies G must intersect infinitely many Ca• If caC G for some a, t hen 
F(Ca)C::G since Ca is closed. This is a contradiction since F(Ca) is 
contained in F(W1 )LJF(W2 ). Therefore, if canG f' cJ, then Ca has points 
interior to G and points exterior to Go This implies F(G)rl Ca,', c/ since 
Ca is connected. Now F(o)nF(C0 ) • rl since on(w1LJw2) a~. Hence 
F(G) = (F(G) - Ca)U(F(G)nca), where F(G)., ca and F(G)nca arf llQ~= 
empty and mutually separated. This contradicts F(G) being connected~ 
Th' Ff,.r 1c '-w(w \1 ll?fn \'1 u.s \"3' _,.,,- 1'u~,iri2J,· 
Proof of (gl_. If K is a component of W - (W1LJ W2 ) such that 
1.6 
Knc"" ¢, then F(K)C (]'(W1)LJI<'(W2)). For suppose there is a point x 
in F(K) - (F'(vL )LJF(W0 )). Since K is closed, x EK. Now K - (F(W1 )LJF(W~:J) l. ,_ -
is equal to LJ Yu, where {Ka} is the collection of components of the set 
K- (F(W1 )l_JF(W2)), Then each~ is also a component of W - (CLJW3 ) 
since Knco: = ¢, Knc = ¢ and hence (K - (F(W1)U F(W2))) n (C LJW3) 
is empty. Since W - (CLJV\) is open Ka is open and l!'(~)CCLJWy 
But Kan c = ¢ implies F(Ko:)C w3 • Now w3 = (W3 - F(W3)LJF(W3) and 
w3 - F(W3) is an open set disjoint from Ka. Therefore F(Ka)C F(W3). Now 
K = (K - F(W3)) LJ(KnF(w3)). Therefore, since x E (F(K) - F(W3 )), 
then x E K0 for some a. But x I interior K0 since interior Ka is contained 
in interior K. Therefore x € F'(K0). This :i.s a contradiction since 
F(K,)Ct"'(w3)C(F(w1 )l_JF(W2 )). Hence F(K)C(F(W1 )LJF(w2 )). llfow 
suppose there is a. point X E (W - (C LJW.)). Then X is in some component 
_,, 
K of W - {wlu W2). By the above argument F(K)C (F(Wl)l_jF(W2)) and 
hence K = Ca for some a. But CaL w3. This contradiction implies that 
w = cuw3. 
Proof ofJ..21_. Since C nw3 == ¢ and C is closed W - C = W - C = w3 
is open. Also, w3 is connected since w1 LJ w2 is connected and each Ca 
is connected and ca nwl LJ w2 1' ¢ • 
Proof of ~4). Since w3 is open, F(W3)nw3 =¢and hence I?(W3)Cc. 
Therefore W .3 n C ,.,~ F (W 3 ) • Since W .3 is closed and S has Property II, 
every component of S - w3 has connected boundary. The continuum C 
contains F(w3), and w3 is connected. Hence, by Theorem 34 page 103 of 
,L5J, w3 n C m F(W3) is connected. 
The following theorem is the converse of Hamilton's and Stallings' 
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locally peripherally connected Moore space 8 having Prop~rty II into 
the spaee ~ &n.4 if sX- Tis eompletely normal, then f is a connectivity 
coMected subset of S su.eh that g(A) :a!lJ: MLJ }J, wll~l.·e M ud 11 ~r® mllltually 
separated. L@t g "'\M) ,.. '.H and ,t1 (li) .,. K.. T'n~:ra. A .. ;a;: i LJ K,, wh@X'~ Er 1·uc 
mu,t contain a limit point of the other. Let p be a p~i~t ~f H which is 
a limit point of Ko Since S X T is completely no1"Ma.l there eixist .;)pen 
dil:ijoint sets U and V in S X T containing M and N, l:'li!S,p<;Jctiv@ly@ 
connected implies there is an epen connected set W containing p i!Uld 
c~ntained in R such tl'lat W &nd F(W) are both connected ~nd g(F(w))C'il 
['BJo Since p is & limit pcoint of K there is a point q of K ilrl\ W., 
Let Q be the collection of s.11 open:1 eonnected. s~ts D such ·i:;ha.t 
Cl/,!llection Q is non..,.empt;r it:inee f' is peripherally · eot1:tin:11ou!lll 
ptiint q. Demote DY' Q+ the p(l))int"'set union ~f a!I sets in Q., 
is. a.tt open subset of W., G~:ttsider the b0unduy F(Q+) of Q+. 
The 
If 
F(Q+)nA >al~' then A~ (A.,, Q+)LJ (Ant+) and A., Q*' aud Anri°' are 
mutually separated. For A = Q.'"° j c/J since A droes not li@ wh.Gilly in Q+ 
and An 0. + / sine:e q is in An Q +" Further3 An fJ,+ i~ @P,®P. in. A and 
h@nce ~&J!\n~t contain a limit point ~f A·~ Q+, and any limit point of 
An Q+ which is in A "'· Q+ 1~ in F(Q+) whieh is dj.sJo;i,nt fr~!l!f Ao Th'.is., 
siuce A .., r/ and AnQ+ are disJo:b1t 1 they &re mut\mlly s~·p1r£,rated: ~nd 
thb e@lntradiets A being (;!Onneetedo Theref'~re F(Q+)11A "f ¢,, 
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Since F(Q+)("lA 1 ¢, either F(Q+) contains a point of Hor a point 
of K. Suppose there is a. point h in F{ Q+) n H. Then there is an open 
set E containing h but not q such that F{E) is connected and g(F(E))Cu. 
Since his a limit point of Q+, E must intersect some set D belonging to 
the collection Q. Now E~D since h is in E - D and nrf--E since q is in 
D - E. Thus E and D both have points interior and exterior to one 
another and F(D) and F(E) being connected implies F(D)f"lF(E) r ¢. But 
this contradicts the fact that g(F(D))Cv, g(F(E))CU and unv::: ¢. 
Hence F(Q+)nli =¢and therefore F(Q+)nK ..j. ¢. 
Let k be a point of F(Q+) n K. Now k is not a point of F(W) since 
g(F(W)) is contained in U and g(k) is in V, Thus k is in Wand there is 
an open connected set w1 containing k and contained in W such that F(w1 ) 
is connected, w1cw and g(F(Wl))c=:v. Since k is a limit point of Q+ 
there is a set w2 in the collection Q such that i\nw2 # ¢. 
Now form the set w3 referred to in Lemma. 3 .1. By this lemma the 
set w3 is open, connected, F(w3) is connected, w3cw, and q € w3. 
Further, g(F{w3)) CV since F(w3 )CF(~\ )LJ F(w2 ). Therefore w3 possesses 
all the requirements to belong to Q, but w3 is not in Q since k is in 
(w3 nF(Q+)). Therefore the assumption that g(A) is not connected leads 
to a contradiction. Hence f is a connectivity map. 
The explicit statement of Stallings' theorem £8."] is as follows: 
If f is a local connectivity mapping of the locally peripherally 
connected polyhedron Pinto a regular Hausdorff space Y, then f is peri-
pherally continuous. Since every connectivity map is a local connectivity 
map this theorem implies that under these conditions a connectivity map 
is also peripherally continuous. In view of this and Theorem 3.1, if S 
is a locally peripherally connected polyhedron having Property II, and T 
is a regular Hausdorff space such that S X Tis completely normal, then 
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local connectivity maps, connectivity maps, and peripherally continuous 
functions from S to Tare equivalent. I n particular, if f is a mapping 
of then-cell I, n = 2, 3, ... , into itself, then there is no distinction 
among these functions, since for n > 1, the n-cell has all the required 
properties . In the case of a 1-cell these functions are no longer 
equi valent . In ['"4J Long has shown that a connectivity map of a 1-cell 
into itself is peripherally continuous and gives an example to show that 
the converse is not true. The following theorem will complete the theory 
of equivalence of the local connectivity map and the connectivity map of 
an-cell, n = 1, 2, ••. , into itself. 
Theorem 3,2. If f is a local connectivity map of the closed unit 
interval I into itself, then f is a connectivity map . 
Proof. Since f is a local connectivity map there is an open 
covering { UO!} of I such that f restricted to UO! is a connectivity map 
for each a. Since I is compact the covering { ua} can be reduced to an 
irreducible number of intervals, [a1 ,b1 ), (a2,b2 ), ... , (an,bJ , where 
ai < ai+l < bi < bi+l' a1 = o, bn == 1, and f is a connectivity map on 
each interval. 
Let K be any connected subset of I. 'l'hen K has one the forms 
[a,b] J (a,b), [a,b L or (a, "aj Without loss of generality one can 
assume that a1<: a<b1 and a0 < b<bn. Only the case where K = [a,b] 
will be considered since the other three cases are similar. 
The set K can be written K::: Kn~1 ,b1 )LJKn(a2,b2 ) ... LJKn (an,bn1 
where Kn[a1 ,b1 ), K1)(a2,b2 ), ••• , Kn(a0 ,bn] are all connected, and 
each set intersects the preceeding one and the succeeding one. Since f 
is a connectivity map on each interval the graph of each of the above 
sets is connected and each has a point in common wi th the succeeding one. 
Hence g(K) is connected and f is a connectivity map. 
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~.· This example fa to show that a local connectivity map 
need not be either a connectivity map or a peripherally continuous 
functi.on. Let A be the set of points (x,y) such that o<x<l and 
y = sin(~), p"" (0,1) and q = (0,-1). Let S ""'ALJ~LJq] and T = ALJ[P'UqJ 
where p'"" (1,0) and q' ~ (-1,0). Define the mapping f of S into T as 
follows. Let f be the identity mapping on A and let f(p) = p' a.nd 
f(q) = q'. Let H be the open rectangle given by -1<x<1, -1<y<2, 
and let K be the open rectangle glven by -1 < x < l,;1 -2 < y ,< 1. Then 
the two sets H' = Hns and K' "" Kns form an open covering of S. Also 
q ,j. H' and p ¢ K'. Since f is continuous when restricted to any connected 
subset of either H' or K1 , then f is a connectivity map on H' and on K'. 
However, f is not a connectivity map on S since f(S) is not connected. 
Further, f is not perj_pherally continv.ous at either p or q since there 
is no neighborhood of p or of q whose boundary maps into a neighborhood 
of p '. or of q' , respectively. 
Theorem 2.8, page 13, of this paper states that the limit function 
of a uniformly convergent sequence of peripherally continuous functl.ons 
is peripherally cont:i.nuous. If the space S satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3.1 and Stallings' theorem., then the limit of a uniformly 
convergent sequence of connectiv:Lty maps is a connectivity map. 
UPPER SEMI-CONTilfO'OUS DECOMPOSITIONS AND TEE REIATED 
FACTORIZATION OF CONNECTIVITY MAPS AND 
PERIPHERALLY CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
This chapter is devoted to the study of the relationship between 
discontinuous functions and the decomposition of the domain space into 
upper semi-continuous collections. Related to this is the factorization 
of functions and the properties possessed by the factors. For continuous 
transformations Whyburn, in J:9:J, Chapters VII and VIII, has a thorough 
exposition. The theorems in the present chapter will show that many of 
the classical results for continuous functions have their counterpart 
for some special discontinuous functions, namely the peripherally 
continuous functions, and the connectivity maps. 
In order that the work have a semblance of completeness some 
definitions and theorems will now be quoted from Whyburn .£:9.:J and 
Moore J:"5.:J. In what follows continuity is not assumed for any function 
unless explicitly stated. The work in .£:9.:J assumes that all spaces are 
separable and metric. For this reason many of the theorems in this 
chapter assume this also. 
Definition 4.1. A collection G of mutually exclusive closed point 
sets is said to be upper semi-continuous if and only if it is true that 
if g is a point set of the collection G and {gn}is a sequence of point 
sets of this collection and, for each n, a and b are points of g and 
n n n 
the sequence {an} has a sequential limit point lying in g, then every 
infinite subsequence of {bn1 has a subsequence having a sequential limit 
~ ~ 
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point that lies in g J:5, p. 273.:J. 
A useful characterization of upper semi-continuity is 
Theorem 4.1. In a compact metric space Sa necessary and sufficient 
condition that a collection G of closed sets be upper semi-continuous is 
that for any sequence [ gn} of elements of G with g n (lim inf gn) 1 ¢, 
where g is in G, then lim sup gnCg J:9, p. 122J. 
Definition 4.2. A collection G of disjoint closed sets in a space 
Sis said to be semi-closed if any convergent sequence of sets of G 
whose limit set intersects S - G+ converges to a single point of S - G+, 
where G+ denotes the point-set union of all sets in G J:'9, p. 131..:J. 
Definition 4.3. In a metric space Sa collection of sets is called 
a null collection if and only if for any €:::>O, at most a finite number 
of its elements are of diameter > € £9, p. 67J. 
Definition 4.4. A collection G of disjoint subsets of the space S 
will be called non-separated provided that no element of G separates in 
S two points belonging to any other single element of G J:9, p. 42_]. 
Definition 4.5. A non-separated collection G of subsets of the 
space Swill be called saturated provided that if g is in G and pis any 
point of S - g, there exists at least one element g 1 of G which separates 
p and gin S J:9, p. 45:J. 
If f is a continuous function from a space S into a space T and C 
is a. closed subset of T, the set r·1 (c) is closed.. For a connectivity 
map or a peripherally continuous function the components of f-1 (c) are 
closed f3J, f"l~J. The following two theorems and the resulting 
corollaries give some more information concerning f-1 (c). 
Theorem 4.2. Let f be a connectivity mapping of the compact, semi-
locally connected space S into the T1 space T. If C is a closed subset 
of T, then the components of f-1 (c) form a semi-closed collection. 
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Proof. Since f is a connectivity map and C is closed, the 
components of f*1 (c) are closed J:3.:J. Let [M 1 be a convergent 
- i n ~ 
sequence of components of f.1 (c) with a non-;mp~y limiting set M. Since 
Sis compact LJMn is compact and hence Mis connected {:9, p. 15.:J. 
Suppose Mis non-degenerate and that Mf°l(s - r-1(c)), ¢. Let x 
be a point of M such that xis not in f-1(c) and let y be a point of M 
distinct from x. Then there is a sequence of points ~Yn} of M converging 
toy. Since Sis semi-locally connected there is an open set U containing 
x such that y is not in U, n = 1, 2, ••• , and S - Uhas a finite numbe::· 
n 
of components, K1, ••• , Kj. Since there are only a finite number of 
the Ki, some K. roust intersect infinitely many M since y is in S - U 
1 n n 
for all n. Denote these by Mn,. Then D "" Ki LJ CJ Mn 1 )i_j { x} is a 
connected subset of Sand fa connectivity map implies that the graph 
g(D) is connected. 
Now unK. ==¢and f(i jM ,)n(T - C) =¢since f(·U. Mn,)Cc. i ,_ n 
But xis in U and f(x) is in T - C since xis not in f-1(c). Thus 
U X (T - C) is an open set in S X T containing only the point g(x) of 
g(D). This contradicts g(D) being connected. Therefore either Mis 
contained in f-1 (c) or Mis a single point. Thus the components of f-1 (c) 
form a semi-closed collection. 
Theorem 4.3. Let f be a peripherally continuous mapping of the 
compact, locally peripherally connected space S into the regular T1 space 
T. If C is a closed subset of T, then the components of f-1 (c) form a 
semi-closed collection. 
Proof. The components of f-1 (c) are closed by J:'4, p. 639:J. Let 
[~} be a convergent sequence of components of f-1 (c) and let lim gn = L. 
Suppose Ln(s "f-1 (c)) "f ¢ and let a e Ln(s - f-l(C)). Let b be any 
other point of L. r ~ -1 If no auch point exists, then L = )ai and f (C) is 
semi-closed. r -, Since , g ! is a sequence of connected sets and LJ1 gn is l. nJ 
compa,ct, L is connected J:9, p. 15:J. Since L contains the two distinct 
points a 
sequence. 
and b, 1 is non-degenerate and hence f gnl has no null sub-
<... J 
Without loss of generality we can assume there is an e > 0 
·, 
such that diameter gn ;;;,e for every n. 
Let [u ( and [v } be sequences of open sets closing down on a and 
nJ n 
f(a), respectively, such that diameter U <- E, F(U) is connected, and 
n n 
f(F(U ))Cv , for every n. Since diameter g _:).,e, diameter U < e, and 
n n n ,..... n 
F(U) and g are connected, it follows that F(U )(lg f ¢. Let a be a 
n n n n n 
point of' F(Un)ngn. Since the sequences (unl and l Vnj are closing down 
on a and f(a), respectively, a ~ a and f(a) ~ f(a). But a e g 
n n n n 
implies that f(a ) e: C and a € L n(s c, f-\c)) implies f(a) ¢ C. Thus, 
n 
f(a) is a limit point of C not in C contradicting that C is closed. 
Therefore either LC=r-1 (c) or Lis a single point, and the components of 
f-1 (c) form a semi-closed collection. 
Corollary 4.1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2 or Theorem 4.3, 
the collection of components of f-1 (c) form an upper semi-continuous 
collection, 
.!:£.o,q_f. The set f-1 (c) is a. semi-closed set by the two previous 
theorems. Theorem (5.2) of J:"9, p. 132:.J states that the collection of 
all components of any semi~closed set forms an upper semi-continuous 
collection in a compact space. 
~~orollary 4.2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2 or Theorem 4.3, 
the collection of non-degenerate components of f-1 (c) forms an F CJ set. 
-1( Proof. The set f C) is a semi-closed set by the two previous 
theorems. By Theorem ( 5. 4.1) of £ 9, p. 132 J the union of all non-
degenerate components of a semi-closed set is an F CJ set, if S is compact, 
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~.larr ~-.3.. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2 or Theorem 4.3, 
> _, for every € o., the union of all components of f' -~(C) which he,ve 
diameter). e is closed. 
Proof. The set f-1 (c) is semi-closed by the two previous theorems. 
By Theorem (5 .4) of ['9 1 p. 132_], i.n a compact space a necessary and 
sufficient condition that a set be semi-closed is that for every e: > 0 
the union of all components of diameter )..e: is a closed set. 
For a continuous mapping f of a compact space 8 into a space Tit 
is known ["9, p. l)~-2] that the collection o:f components of the sets 
r:"'\y), where y is a point of T, forms an upper semi-continuous 
decomposition of S. The next three theorems give some 5.nforma.tion, in 
this respect, for connectivity maps and :peripherally continuous functions. 
Theorem 4.4. Let f be a connectivity mapping of the metric space 
S into the T1 space T. If S is decomposed into the collection S I of all 
_, 
components of the sets f -(y), where y is a point of T, and. if S' is a. 
null collection., then S' is upper semi-continuous. 
Proof. Since T is a T1 space, y a. po:l..nt of T implies y is a closed. 
. 1 
set, and fa connectivity map implies the components of 'f- (y) are 
closed ["3J. Therefore S' is a null collection of disjoint cl.osed sets 
and is therefore upper semi-continuous £9; p. 13}j]. 
T~~C?.!'!.!!1 4.5. Let f 'be a connectivity mapping of the compact metric 
space S into the T1 space T.: If S', the decomposition of S into the 
collection of all components of the sets f-1 (y), where y is a point of 
T, is a saturated collection, then S' is upper semi.-continuous. 
Proof. The collection S' is non-separated s:tnce S' is composed of 
disjoint continua. :fous S' is a non~separated, sature,ted collection 
and is therefore upper semi-continuous .['9, p. 128J. 
Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 remain valid if the hypothesis that f be a 
connectivity mapping be replaced by f being a peripherally continuous 
function since if C is a closed subset of T, then f-1 (c) has closed 
components £:4..:J. 
Theorem 4.6. Let f be a peripherally continuous mapping of the 
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locally peripherally connected, compact metric space S into the regular 
T1 space T. Let S' be the decomposition of S into the components of 
the sets f-l {y), where y is a point of T. Then S' is an upper semi• 
continuous decomposition of S. 
Proof. The elements of S' are closed since y is closed in T and 
f is peripherally continuous J:"4, p. 639.:J. Since Sis compact S' is a 
collection of disjoint compact continua filling up S. By Theorem 4.1, 
S' is upper semi-continuous if and only if [gn] is any sequence of sets 
from S' and gJl(lim inf g) ~¢,then lim sup g r-g, where g is in S'. 
n n'---
To this end let ab~ a point of g(l{lim inf gn), let L = lim sup g0 
and let p be a point of L distinct from a. If no such point exists, 
then L = [ a} and hence LCg. Now there exists a convergent subsequence 
~ g . of ,}g } such that lim g . = KCL and p is in K .L5, p. 24..:J. ( 0 ( 1 
L ni l. n) m. 
Then we have lim. inf gnC lim inf gni and hence a is a point or K. Since 
the gni are connected and [_Jgni is compact the set K is connected 
L9, p. 15.:J. Now [gnil is not a null sequence since K is non-degenerate. 
·- _i 
Hence there is an € >o such that inf'initely many gni have diameter)-€. 
Without loss of generality assume all the gni have diameter ).e. Let q 
be an arbitrary point of K. Let f U L1 and \V !_ "be sequences of open sets 
'- n_ t__ n_) 
closing down on q and f(q), respectively, such that diameter Un< e, 
F(U ) is connected, and f(F{U ) ) Cv , for every n. Let f W '} and f R l 
n n n l n l DJ 
be sequences of open sets closing down on a and f(a), respectively, such 
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that diameter W < e, F(W ) is connected, and f(F(W ) ) CR , for every n. 
n n n n 
Every open set containing a intersects all but a finite number of 
g 1, and every open set containing q intersects all but a finite number n. 
of g01 • Hence there is an integer k such that for every i > k, 
F(U .)r-,g . ,J ¢ and F(W i)(°-lg . :/¢since diameter g i ~e, diameter lJ . n1 n1 · n n1 n -;? ni 
is less thane, diameter Wni<( e, and all the gni are connected. Let ai 
be a point of F(W . )n g . and let qi be a. point of F(U 1 ) ng .. Then n1 n1 n ni 
a1 ~ a, qi~ q, f(a1 ) ~ f(a), and f(q1 ) ~ f{q). But a1 and qi belonging 
to g 1 imply f(a.) = f(qi). Therefore f(a.) = f(q) = f{g). Since q was n_ 1 
a.n arbitrary point of K we have f(K) ,::=·r(g). Therefore K C-f-1 (f(g)) 
and since K is connected and K l~'Jg =/ ¢, K (~g. Now p was an arbitrary 
point of L which is in K. Thus p is in g and Li __ g. This shows that 
lim sup g r--g and hence S' is an upper semi-continuous decomposition nL-
of s. 
Using the upper semi-continuous decomposition of the domain space 
a continuous function f can be factored into a composite f = f 2f1 , where 
f1 is a monotone continuous function, and f 2 is a light continuous 
function .£:9, p. 141..:J. The definition of monotone and light will now 
be given, and some analogous results for peripherally continuous functions 
and connectivity maps will be proved. 
Definition 4.6. A mapping f of a space S into a space Tis called 
monotone if r-1 {y) is connected for every pointy in T. The mapping is 
called light if f-1(y) is totally disconnected [:"9, p. 130.:J. 
In .£:9_7 this definition is given in terms of continuous mappings. 
Here continuity is not assumed. 
Theorem 4.7. Let f be a peripherally continuous mapping of the 
locally peripherally connected, compact metric space S into the regular 
T, space T. 
.L 
Then f can be factored into the composite f = f,.,f1 , where d. .. " 
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f, is a continuous monotone mapping of S onto the upper semi-continuous 
.L 
decomposition S' of S into the components of f-J_(y), y a. point of T, and 
r2 is a. light, per:ipherally continuous mapping from S' into T. 
Proof. The existence of the upper semi-continuous decornposi tion 
S' of S is guaranteed by Theorem 4 .• 6. As in the analogous theorem 
concerning continuous functions, the mapping r 1 of S onto S', defined by 
f(x) ""g, where g is the element in S' containing x, is monotone and 
continuous L 9, p, 127 J. 
Define the mapping f2 of S' into T by f~/g) = Y, where g is a 
-1 -1 
component of f (y). Then f2 is light since the elements off"(y) are 2 
the components of f-1 (y) and these form a totally disconnected set in 8 1 • 
For if His any non-degenerate subcoJ.lection of f;1 (y), then His 
connected in S 1 if and only if H+, the point-set union in S of sets in 1-I, 
is connected {"5, p. 275]. Now H being non-d.egenerate implies H+ 
contains more than one component of f-1 (y) and hence is not connected. 
Thus His not connected and f 2 is a light mapping. 
By definition of r 1 and f 2 , f = f 2f 1 • Therefore it remains to show 
that r2 is peripherally continuous. 
With this in mind, let g be an element in S' and let Ube a 
connected region in S' containing g, and Van open set in T containing 
f,.,,(g). 
,:: 
+ Then U, the point-set union in S of elements in U, is open in 
s £9, p. 1.23J, and since g is compact there is an open set wcu+ 
containing g such that if his in S' and hnW 1 rj, then hCU+ 
.[" 5, p. 277.J. Since f' is peripherally continuous, for every x in g 
there is an open set R.,,._. containing x such that R, C-w, F(R ) is connected 
-"· X -- X 
and f(F(Rx)) Cv. Now [ Rx] , x in g, is an open covering of g and g 
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compact implies 
• \>1.1 
Hence R = UR. 
there is a finite subcollection R... , ••• , R covering f6. 
l. n 
L = I J. 
n. 
is an open set containing g and contained in W, and 
F(R)C UF(Ri) 
L= I 
implies f(F(R))c=:_:v. 
Let H be the collection of all elements h in S' such that h\R. 
The collection Rf.~ since g[). Also, HCU and R is open in S' 
/:'5, p. 277.:J. Let B be the collection of all elements h in S' such 
that hl1F(R) =/ ¢. Now if B = ¢, then u+ = A·\JK\ where A is the 
collection of elements in U lying wholly in u+ - Rand K is the 
collection of elements in U lying wholly in R. + + But A and K are 
mutually separated. This mee.ns u+ is not connected and hence U is not 
connected in S 1 .L5, p. 275J. This contradiction implies B ~ ¢. 
l.\Tow f(F(R)) CV a.YJ.d f(h) = t 2(h) is a single point in V for every 
h in B. Hence f(B+) = t 2(B) is contained in V. We need only show that 
F'(H) CB and then H will be the desired open set contained in U for the 
peripheral contirrnity of r2 • To thts end let h be a.n element of F(H) 
and suppose hrtr(R) = ¢. Then since h is not in H, we have hC_(S - R) 
which is open in S. Let M be the collection of all g in S' such that 
g r-· (8 - R). Then M is an open set in S I containing h, but containing 
no element of H. This contradicts h being a boundary element of H. 
Thus F(H)(:'~B and the proof is completed. 
If' it is assumed that the collection 8 1 of components of f-1 (y), 
ya point of T, gives an upper semi-continuous decomposition of S, then 
the next theorem gives an analogous factorization of a connectivity 
mapping from the space S into the space T. The following lemma is needed 
in the proof of this theorem. 
Lemma l~.1. If G is an upper semi-continuous decomposition of S, 
then G X Tis an upper semi-c0ntinuous decomposition of S X T. 
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Proof. + . . + Since G = S, ( G X T) = S X T. Let ,(g X t 1 be a 
1_- n n_.1 
sequence of elements of G X T and let snX t be a point in g x t such 
n n n 
that s X t .... s X t, where s X t is in g X t and g X t is an element of 
n n 
G X T. Then s .... s where s is in g, and t .... t. Let r a X t 'j" be any 
n n l n n 
other sequence such that a X t is in g X t and let I a i:X t ·} be 
n n n n l n ni 
any sv:bsequence of { a0 X t 0 } • Since G is upper semi-continuous there 
is a subsequence {a . ;l of (a .l such that a . , -+ a, where a is in g. 
n1 .J l niJ m. 
Hence a i , X t . , -+ a X t, where a. X t is in g X t, and G X T is upper 
n ni 
semi-continuous. 
Theorem 4.8. Let f be a connectivity map from the compact metric 
space S into the T1 space T. If the decomposition S' of S into the 
collection of all components of the sets f-1 (y), where y is a point of 
T, is upper semi-continuous, then f can be factored into the composite 
f = f 2r1 , where f 1 is a monotone continuous mapping of S onto S', and f 2 
is a light, connectivity mapping from 8' into T. 
Proof. Just as in Theorem 4. 7, define a ma.pping f 1 of S onto S' by 
f1 (x) = h, where his the element of S' containing x. By hypothesis S' 
is upper semi-continuous, and hence f 1 is monotone and continuous 
£9, p. 121J. 
Again, as in Theorem 4.7, define the mapping r 2 of S' into T by 
r2 (h) = y, where his a component of f-1 (y). Then r2 is light since 
-1 r2 (y) is totally disconnected in S', and by definition of f1 and r 2, 
f = r2r1 • It remains to show that f 2 is a connectivity map. 
To prove this let g and g2 be the graph maps off and r2 , 
respectively, and let H be a connected set in S'. Then g(R+) = [g2 (H)j +. 
For if xis a point in g(H+), then x = p Xf(p), where pis in H+. Let 
h be the element in H containing p. Then h xr2(h) is a point in g2(H). 
Hence ~ Xf2 (h)]+ is contained in [g:;;/H)J+, and since p is in h and 
f(p) = f~/h), then p X.f(p) is in -L~Xf2 (hD+· Therefore p Xf(p) is 
r il+ + r: ii+ in Lg2(H)J and g(H ) is contained in Lg2 (H~ • 
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- -: + Conversely, let x be a point in '._s:2 (H!J • Then there is an h X f ~/h) 
such that x is in [Ii X r2 (hTI +, and therefore there is a point p in h 
such that x = PXf(p) since f 2(h) = f(p). Thus xis in g(H+) and hence 
[g2 (H)]+ is contained in g(It). Therefore g(Jt) == ~ 2 (:s:)J+ 
Now S' being upper semi-continuous implies that His connected if 
and only if H+ is connected £5, p. 275J. Sin·ce f is a connectivity 
+ 1- 1+ map, g(H ) is connected and therefore ~ 2(H~ is connected. Then S'X T 
being upper semi-continuous by Lemma 4.1. implies g2 (H) is connected. 
Thus r2 is a connectivity map and the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 4.9. Let f be a connectivity mapping of the compact, 
semi-locally connected metric space S into the T1 space T. Let y be a 
point of T and S' the decomposition of S into the components of f-1 (y) 
and the individual points of S - f-1 (y). Then f can be factored into 
the composite f= t 2f 1 , where r1 is a continuous mapping of S onto S' 
-1( which is monotone on Sand one-to-one on S - f y), and f 2 is a 
connectivity map from S' into T which is light on the set of components 
-1 
off (y). 
Proof. Since Tis a T1 space, the pointy is a closed subset of T 
and Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.1 imply that the components of f-1 (y) 
form a semi-closed, upper semi-continuous collection. By T"neorem (5.1) 
page 131 of f 9J, the collection S', consisting of the components of 
f-1 (y) and the individual points of S - f-1 (y), is an upper semi-
continuous decomposition of S into disjoint continua. 
As in Theorem 4.7, define the mapping f1 of S onto S' by f(x) = g, 
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where g is the element in 8 1 containing x. r~ =r By L 9, p. 127_1 f 1 is 
monotone and continuous. Define the mapping f 0 of S' into ~~ by 
,:... 
fr. (g) "" z, where z = f(g). The mapping f, is one-to-one on S - f-1 (y) 
C L 
by definition, and f 2 is light on the set of components of f-1 (y) since 
_, ( \ ,-11 \ . r2- y 1 = f \YJ which is totally di,1connected tn S' <e' By definition of 
r1 and f 2 , f "' f 2f 1 • It remai.ns to show that r2 is a connectivity map. 
The proof of this is identical to the proof of the corresp()nding fe.ct in 
Theorem 4.8. 
Theorem 4 .10, Let f be a peripherally continuous mapping of the 
locally peripherally connE-octed, compact metric space S into the regular 
T1 space T. Let y be a point of '1' and S' the decomposition of S into the 
-1( -] 
components off· y) and the individual poi.nts of S - f ·(y). Then f 
can be factored into the composite f = f 2f 1 ., where r1 is a continuous 
mappi.ng of S into S 1 which is monotone on Sand one=to-one on S - f-1(y), 
and f 9 is a peripherally continuous mapping of S 1 :tnto T which is J.ight 
,_ 
-1 ) on the set of components of f · (y . 
Since T is a 'J\ space, the point y is a closed subset of 1r 
.L 
and Theorem 4 .3 and Coro1lai7 ic .1 implies that the components of f-1 (y) 
form a semi-closed., upper sem:1.-continuous collection. By ~:heorem (5.1) 
page 131 of £9]) the col1eetion S 1 , consisting of the components of 
-1( \ f y I and the imlivid.:1al points of S 
continuous decomposition of S into disjoint continua.e 
As in Theorem ~t. 7, define the ma:pping f 1 of S onto S I by f(x) "" g, 
where g is the element in S' containing x. By £9, p. 127J r1 is 
monotone and continuous. Define the mapping f,::, of S' .into T by 
(~ 
f ( ) ' f( ) -rh · f · t o ~-1 r \ . 2 g = z, wnere z "' .. g • '. e mapping .. 1 :ts one·· o~one on .::> - r ,Y; 
-11 ) . by definition, and. fri is light on the sets of comp(ments of' f ,Y since 
,:. 
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-1 -1 
r 2 (y) = f (y) which is totally disconnected in S'. By definition of 
f 1 and r2, f .a f 2f 1 . It remains to show that r2 is peripherally 
continuous. The proof of this is identical to the proof of the 
corresponding fact in Theorem 4.7. 
For continuous mappings there is an 11 € - 5" characterization of the 
property of being light .{"9, p. 131J. That this is also true for 
peripherally continuous transformations is the content of the next 
theorem. 
Theorem 4 .11. Let f be a peripherally continuous mapping of the 
locally peripherally connected, compact metric space S onto the compact 
metric space T. A necessary and sufficient condition that f be light 
is that for every € > 0 there is a 8 > 0 such that if A is any continuum 
in T such that diameterA<o, then any component of r-1 (A) has diameter 
less thane. 
Proof. Assume that f is a light mapping and suppose there is an 
€ > 0 such that for every 8 > 0 there is a continuum A0 in T such that 
diameter A8 < 8 but there is a component c8 of r-1 (A1:;) such that 
diameter c8 )-e. Choose a sequence of positive real numbers [ an] 
converging to zero. Then 
a component C 
n 
for each 8 there is a continuum A CT, and 
n n 
such that diameter A < 6 and diameter C ~ €. n n n, 
Since Sand Tare compact the sequence {An} and [en} can be chosen to be 
convergent. 
Since diameter A< o and 8 ~ o, diameter A ~ O and hence 
n n n n 
lim An = [ p} , a single point in T. Now diameter Cn ).e: for every n 
implies that £ en} is a sequence of non-degenera.te connected sets and S 
compact implies lim en= C is a non-degenerate continuum [:5, p. 23J. 
Let x be a point of C and let [ Un J be a sequence of open sets 
closing down on x such 
open sets closing down 
that diameter Un< c, and ( Vn j a sequence of 
on f(x) such that F(U) is connected and 
n 
f(F(U ))CV • Then since U intersects infinitely many Ck' F(U ) 
n n n n 
intersects infinitely many Ck. Let x be a point in F(U )nck. Then 
n n 
f(x) is in V and we have x ~ x and f(x) ~ f(x). But x a point of 
n n n n n 
Ck implies that f(xn) is in f(Ak) and lim Ak s [P1 . Therefore f(xn) ~ p. 
Hence f(x) = p and xis a point of f-1 (p). Since x was an arbitrary 
point of C we have C c=f-1 (p). But f-1 (p) is totally disconnected since 
f is light. This involves a contradiction since C is non-degenerate. 
Therefore the condition holds. 
If the condition is assumed to hold, then f is light regardless 
of whether or not f is peripherally continuous. For let p be a point 
of T and suppose there is a non-degenerate component C of f-1 (p). If 
0 < € < diameter C, then there is a o > 0 such the.t if A is any 
continuum containing p with diameter<o, then every component of f-1 (A) 
has diameter<€. But C is contained in f-1(A) and hence is contained 
in some component C' • Then diameter C' < € on the one hand and 
€ < diameter C < diameter C' on the other, which is a contradiction and 
-1 
thus f (p) is totally disconnected .£:9, p. 131..:J. 
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a monotone peripherally continuous function to be open. This result 
is then used to obtain a sufficient condition for continuity of a 
peripherally continuous function. 
Theorem 4.12. Let f be a monotone peripherally continuous mapping 
of the locally peripherally connected, compact metric space S onto the 
regular T1 space T. Then f is an open mapping if and only if for every 
sequence [ y n} of points of T with sequential limit point y , 
Proof. Suppose f is an open mapping and 
of points of T with sequential limit pointy. 
let ( y n J be a sequence 
Let g = f-1(y) and 
n n 
-1 g = f (y). Since f is monotone and peripherally continuous and Sis 
compact g and g are compact continua. Let x be a point of g and 
n 
suppose there is an open set U containing x such that Urlg =¢for 
n 
infinitely many n. Then, since f is open, f(U) is an open set in T 
containing y such that f(U)ny ::: ¢ for infinitely many n. This 
n 
( "', 
contradicts the hypothesis that the sequence { y J converges toy. 
l. n 
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Therefore every open set conta.ining x intersects all but a finite number 
of g ' and thus X is in lim inf g • Hence g r lim inf g • Since s I' 
n n - n 
the collection f-1 (y), ya point of T, is upper semi-continuous, 
11m sup gnCg, Therefore we have g C lim inf gnClim sup gnCg, 
which implies that lim g0 = g. In other words, lim f-1 (y-ri = f-1 {y). 
Conversely, suppose U is an open set in S such that f{U) is not 
open. Then there is a pointy in f(U) and a 
of T - f(U) such that y ~ y. By hypothesis 
n 
sequence LYnj of points 
-1 ) -1( lim f (y = f y). 
n 
Now U nr-1 (y ) "" ¢ for every n since y ,j. f(U). But Ung f ¢ since 
n n 
y = f(g) and y € f(U), where g = f-1 (y). Hence U intersects all but a 
finite number of f-1 (y ). This contradiction implies f(U) is open and 
n 
therefore f is an open mapping. 
Theorem 4.13. Let f be a peripherally continuous mapping of the 
locally peripherally connected, compact metric space S onto the compact, 
regular T1 space T. If f is an open monotone mappingJ then f is 
continuous. 
Proof. Let { x ~ be a sequence of points in S with sequential 
n 1 
., 
limit point x. Let y = f(x ). Since Tis compact, some subsequence 
n n 
{ Y ni} of { Y n} has a sequential 
4.12, lim f-1 (y .) = f - 1 (y). Since 
01 
limit pointy in T. By Theorem 
xn .... x, xni _,. x and xni € f-1{yni). 
Since every sequence [ xn) _, ( Therefore x € f - y) and y = f(x). 
converging to x has a subsequence [ xni} converging to x such that 
f(xni) .... f(x), f is continuous at x. 
Theorem 4.13 implies , in particular, that if f is a one-to-one, 
open, peripherally continuous transformation of an n-cell onto itself, 
n ).2, then f is continuous. This is also true for a connectivity map 
since the two mappings are equivalent on n-cells, n).2. In .[1+J 
Long has shown that a one-to-one connectivity map of a 1-cell into 
itself is continuous and gives an example to show that this is not 
necessarily true for peripherally continuous functions. 
The next theorem gives a sufficient condition on the upper semi-
continuous decomposition space S' to imply continuity of a peripherally 
continuous function. 
Theorem 4.14. Let f be a peripherall y continuous mapping of the 
locally peripherally connected, compact metric space S into the regular 
T1 space T. If S ' , the upper semi-continuous decomposition of S into 
~1 
the components of sets f ·(y), ya point of T, has no null subcollection, 
then f is continuous. 
Proof . Let { x ". be a sequence of points of S with the sequential \.. n _; 
limit point x. Suppose inf initely many x are in the same element h in 
n 
s'. r ' Since his compact, some subsequence l xni l 
- --, 
of . x C has a seq-
'- n , 
uential limit point in h which must be x s i nce xn .... x. Hence xni ·+ x 
and f(xni) = f (x) implies that f (xni) .... f(x). 
Now suppose only a finite number of xn are i n any one element in S'. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that each x is in a distinct h. 
n n 
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Leth be the element in S' containing x. Then h n (lim inf h ) , ¢ and 
n 
S' upper semi-continuous implies lim sup hnl_h. Let L = lim sup h. 
n 
Then x € L, and by Theorem 58 page 23 of .£:5.:J, Lis a continuum. Since 
S is compact, L is compact, and by L5, p . 24.:J some subsequence [ hniJ 
of ( hn} is convergent. Let K = lim hni. Then lim inf hn Clim inf hni 
implies x e K. The set K is non-degenerate since S' has no null sub-
collection. Let e = diameter K. Then there is an e1 such that 
0 < e1 < E such that infinitely many hni have diameter :),e1 • Let { un] 
and [ vn} be sequences of open sets closing down on x and f(x), 
respectively, such that diameter un< e1 , F(Un) is connected, and 
f(F(Un)) Cvn. Then since diameter U0 < e1 , F(Un) intersects infinitely 
many h .• 
n1 Let a E F(U )nh 1 • n n n 
( v0 J closes down on f(x). But 
Then f(a) e V and f(a)-+ f(x) since 
n n n 
f(a) = f(x 1 ) and thus f(x 1 )-+ f(x). n n n 
The above argument shows 
x -+ x there is a subsequence 
n 
that for every sequence [ x0 } such that 
[ xni} of [xn] such that f(xni) -+ f(x). 
This implies f is continuous at x. 
As Example 3 of Chapter II indicates, one cannot expect the 
inverse image of a connected set to be connected under a connectivity 
map or peripherally continuous function. However, the next theorem 
gives a condition which will force a peripherally continuous function 
to have this property. This result is then used to obtain a sufficient 
condition for continuity of a peripherally continuous function. 
Theorem 4.15. Let f be an open, monotone, peripherally continuous 
mapping of the locally peripherally connected, compact metric space S 
o~to the regular T1 space T. If K is a connected subset of T, then 
-1 f (K) is a connected subset of S. 
Proof. Suppose f-1 (K) ::: MLJN, where M and N are mutually 
separated. Tb.en K = f(M)LJf(N). Suppose there is a pointy in 
f(M) n f(N). Then there is a point x1 in M snch that f(x1 ) = y and a 
point x2 i.n N such that f(x2 ) := y. Hence f-1 (y)nM i/ ¢ and 
f-1(y)nN '1 ¢. This is a contradiction since f-1(y) is connected and 
M and N are mutually separated. Therefore f(M) n f(N) = ¢. Since K is 
connected one of f(M) and f(N) must contain a limit point of the other. 
Let ye f(M) such that y is a limit point of f(N). Then there is a 
sequence [ y } of points of f(N) such that y ..... y. By Theorem 4.12, l n n 
lim f-1 (yn) = f-1 (y). This is a contrad.iction since f-1 {yn)CN for 
-1 C every n, f (y) M, a..~d Mand N are mutually separated. The assumption 
that f-1 (K) is not connected leads to a contradiction and hence f-1 (K) 
is connected. 
Theo~em 4.16. Let f be an open, monotone, peripherally continuous 
mapping of the locally peripherally connected, compact metric space S 
onto the semi-locally connected, regular T1 space T. Then f is 
continuous. 
Proof. Suppose f is not continuous. Then there is a point x in S 
and a sequence [ x l. of points of S such that x ..;. x but f(x ) f f'(x) ~ 
nj n n 
Since Tis semi-locally connected there is an open set U containing f(x) 
such that T - Uhas a finite number of components, K1, ••• , Kn' and 
infinitely many f(x) are in T - U. Hence infinitely many f(x) are in 
n n 
some K1• By Theorem 4.15, f~1 (K.) is connected, and xis a limit point 1 
of f-1 (K.) since infinitely many x are in f-1 (K.) and x -lo x.. 
1 n 1 n 
Since H • f-l {Ki) LJ [ x} is non-degenerate., e = diameter H > O. 
Let [ U11j and [ vn1 be sequences of open sets closing down on x and 
f(x), respectively, such that diameter U < e, V Cu, F(U ) is 
n n n 
connected, and f(l!~(u ) ) CV . Since diameter U < E and F(U ) and. 
n n · n n 
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f-\K.) are connected, F(U ) n f-1 (K1 ) :r ¢. Let a be a. point in 1 n n 
F(Un) n f-l(Ki). Then a.n _.,. x since [ Un 1 closes down on x, and 
f(a ) _.,. f(x) since f(a ) is in V and ( V ") closes down on f(x). This 
n n n nJ 
implies that f(x) is a limit point of K.. This is a contradiction since 
1 
f(x) € U and f(a) ¢ U for every n. Therefore f must be continuous. 
n 
Corollary 4.4. If in Theorem 4.16 the hypothesis that T be semi-
locally connected is replaced by T being locally connected and locally 
compact, then f is continuous. 
Proof. Every locally connected, locally compact space is semi-
locally connected £:9, p. 20..:J. Hence Theorem 4.16 implies f is 
continuous. 
E?Cample 6. Theorems 4.12, 4.15, and 4.16 are concerned with open, 
monotone, peripherally continuous transformations. The following example, 
due to Hamilton f3_], shows that an open, monotone, peripherally 
continuous mapping of a closed 2-cell into itself need not be continuous. 
The mapping is defined as follows. Let I be the closed circular 2-cell 
of radius 1 and center at the origin. I.et (r,¢) be the polar coordinates 
of points in I, and let C be a topological ray with endpoint at (o,o) 
which has each point of F(I), the boundary of I, as a limit point, but 
whose intersection with a circle of radius r, o.(r<l, consists of 
one and only one point. For each point (r,¢) of I, O <r..<,1, let 
f(r,¢) be the point of C whose distance from the origin is 1 - r. Let 
f(O,O) be a particular point O' of F(I). Hamilton has shown that f is 
a connectivity map and hence is peripherally continuous. The mapping is 
monotone since the inverse image of any point on the topological ray C 
is a circle and f-1 (0 1 ) ~ (o,o). The mapping is open since the image of 
any open disc is an open segment or an open subray of the ray C if it 
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does not contain (o,o). If it contains (o,o), then its image is a 
subray of C plus the point O' which is open in CU [ O '} • This mapping 
bas one discontinuity, namely the origin. Note that the image CLJ[O'] 
is neither compact nor semi-locally connected. If it were compact, then 
Theorem 4.13 would imply continuity, and if it were semi-locally connected 
Theorem 4.16 would imply continuity. 
Example 7. The following is an example of a peripherally 
continuous transformation of a 2-cell onto itself, and hence is also a 
connectivity map. The mapping is described as follows. Let I be the 
closed circular 2-cell with center at (o,o) and radius l. Let (r,¢) be 
the polar coordinates of points of I. Let f(r,¢) = (r' ,¢') where 
2n+2 . l / /l 
r' = -2 r + 3 if 22n+l~ r ~ 22n' 22n+l n = o, 1, .•• , r' = r - 3 if 
~n <. r ,< !n-l' n = 1, 2, .•• , and r 1 = 0 if r = o. Let ¢1 · = cj + r'21f. 
2 2 
The function r' maps the interval O ,< r < 1 onto the interval -1 ,< r ',< 1 
infinitely many times. The graph of r' would be as follows. 
r' 
1 y 
Figure l 
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The function¢'=¢+ r'2~ gives a twisting effect. The image of 
0 < r < 1 and ¢ = 0 would be as follows. 
Figure 2 
The image of O ,<: r .-( 1, ¢ • ¢ 0 would be the same as that in Figure 2 
rotated through the angle ¢0 • 
From the nature of the function r' the set given by !n+i< r ,< ~n , 
l 1 . 2 2 ¢ fixed, n = o, 1, ••• , and - 2 < r~ - 2 _1, ¢ fixed, n = 1, 2, ••• , 2 n 2 n 
have the same image for the same value of ¢. For ¢ = 0 the image would 
be as in Figure 2. The image for any other value of¢ would be that of 
Figure 2 rotated through the angle¢. 
The mapping f is continuous everywhere except at (o,o) ~ Considering 
the function r' and Figure l, it can be seen that all circles with 
center at (o,o) with radius r = 3/2n, n = 1, 2, ••• , map onto (o,o). 
Thus if U and V are open sets containing (o,o) and f(o,o), respectively, 
there exists a positive integer n such that the circle C of radius 
n 
r = 3/2n with center at (o,o) is contained in lJ and f(C) .- (o,o) e v. 
n 
Therefore f is peripherally continuous at (o,o). 
The function f is not monotone due to the fact that r' is not a 
monotone function of r. Further, f is not an open mapping. For, 
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referring to Figure 3, the image f(A) of the region A bounded by r = 11/16 
and r = 13/16, ¢ = 0 and¢=¢, is the shaded shell, and the image 
0 
(o,o) of the point p = (3/4,¢0 /2) is not an interior point of f(A) 
while pis an interior point of A. Thus f does not necessarily map 
open sets onto open sets. The interior of circles with center at (o,o) 
map onto all of I. All circles with center at (o,o) with radius r = 1/2n, 
n = o, 1, ••• , are mapped onto F(I). 
Figure 3 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
This paper is primarily concerned with two types of non-continuous 
functions, namely connectivity mappings, and peripherally continuous 
transformations. 
Focusing attention on the graph of a function, it is found that 
a connectivity map will be continuous if its graph is semi-locally 
con~ected. As a corollary to this, a connectivity map will b~ 
continuous if its graph is locally compact and locally connected. 
Sufficient conditions on a finite-to-one, onto mapping f, in order that 
it be continuous, is that the inverse image f-1 (H) of a closed set H 
has closed components, and f be quasi~monotone in the sense that if R 
-1 is connected, every component off (H) maps onto all of H. 
Sufficient conditions that a peripherally continuous function be a 
connectivity map is that the graph of a connected set either has a 
finite number of components, or has no degenerate components. A 
connectivity mapping f of S into T preserves boundary points in the sense 
-1 that if Vis open in T and K is a non-degenerate component off (V), 
then any point pin K, such that pis not in K, has the property that 
f(p) is in F(V). In this same setting it is found that f-1 (v) is dense-
in-itself. As a final result in Chapter II, the limit of a uniformly 
convergent sequence of peripherally continuous functions is peripherally 
continuous. 
One of the main results of the paper is contained in Chapter III. 
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On a locally peripherally connected polyhedron having Erouwer Property II 
such that S X T is completely normal and T is a regular Hausdorff space, 
connectivity maps, local connectivity maps, and peripherally continuous 
functions from S into Tare indistinguishable. This implies, in 
particular, that there is no distinction among these functions on an 
n-cell into itself, n = 2, 3, .... An example is given to show that 
in general a local connectivity map is not necessarily a connectivity 
map. 
In Chapter IV some classical results for continuous functions are 
extended to peripherally continuous functions, and connectivity maps. 
One of the more interesting results being that a peripherally continuous 
function f on a locally peripherally connected, compact metric space 
induces an upper semi-continuous decomposition of the domain space, 
which in turn allows a factorization f = f 2f 1 , where f 1 is a monotone, 
continuous function and r2 is a light, peripherally continuous function. 
This is in complete analogy with the continuous case. With the 
hypothesis that a connectivity map f induces an upper semi-continuous 
decomposition of the domain space, f can also be factored f = f 2f 1 , 
where in this case r2 is a light, connectivity map. 
An ''e - 8 11 characterization of a peripherally continuous function 
f, on a locally peripherally connected, compact metric space S into a 
c0mpact metric space T, being light is that for every e > 0 there is a 
a>o such that if A is any subcontinuum of T such that diameter A<a, 
then any component of f-1 (A) has diameter less thane. 
A necessary and sufficient condition that a monotone, peripherally 
continuous transformation f of a locally peripherally connected, compact 
metric space S onto a regular T1 space T be open is that if yn ~yin T, 
then lim f-1(y) = f-1 (y). 
n 
This condition is then used to show that if 
Tis compact and f is open and monotone, then f is continuous. An 
example is given to show that an open, monotone, peripherally continuous 
function is not necessarily continuous. 
Another sufficient condition for continuity of a peripherally 
continuous function f is that the upper semi-continuous decomposition S' 
of the domain S into the components of f-1 (y), where y varies over the 
range T, is that S' contain no null subcollection. 
An example is given to show that in general the inverse image of a 
connected set is not necessarily connected under a peripherally 
continuous function. However, if the space is a locally peripherally 
connected, compact metric spa.ce and the function is open and monotone, 
then it possesses this property. Under these conditions a sufficient 
condition that the function be continuous is that the range be semi-
locally connected. As a particular application, every monotone, open, 
peripherally continuous transformation of an n-cell, n~2, onto itself 
must be continuous. 
Some questions for further study might include the following. Is 
it possible for a peripherally continuous transformation of a.n n-cell I, 
n ).2, into I to be discontinuous at every point of a dense subset? 
Can it be discontinuous at every point of an open set? Related to this 
is a question posed by Long f:4.:J. Is the set of points of discontinuity 
of a peripherally continuous function or connectivity map a set of the 
first category? It would be both interesting and useful to have an 
example of a peripherally continuous transformation of an n-cell, n >2, 
into itself which has an infinite number of points of discontinuity. To 
the writer's knowledge no such example has been given. 
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-1 Further, under what conditions will f be a connectivity map if f 
is a one-to-one connectivity map? Also, can any of the results for 
peripherally continuous transformations be extended to the more general 
C - mapping? Finally, the proofs of theorems in Chapter IV rely on the 
fact that the domain space is locally peripherally connected. Can a 
method be devised so that this hypothesis can be dropped or modified? 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
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